Hello,

Four deadlines are coming up at the end of May:

**FIPT**: Email input on the proposed revisions to the *Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust*, which is posted at [www.na.org/fipt](http://www.na.org/fipt), to wb@na.org.

**PR Survey**: We posted this survey on behalf of outside researchers who are gathering data about members’ tools of recovery. This type of independent research can reach many professionals who refer addicts to our program. You can find the survey at [www.na.org/survey](http://www.na.org/survey) or from the survey button on the NA Meeting Search app.

**Virtual NA Meetings: Connecting to the Service System** ([Farsi link](http://farsi.na.org), [Polish link](http://polish.na.org), [Portuguese link](http://portuguese.na.org), [Spanish link](http://spanish.na.org)): Among other questions, this short survey asks if you believe that virtual meetings meet the criteria to be considered NA groups. Responses will help to frame a conversation for the next World Service Conference. You can find the survey at [www.na.org/survey](http://www.na.org/survey) or from the survey button on the NA Meeting Search app.

**SPAD**: The penultimate batch of entries for the Spiritual Principle a Day Book Project awaits your input. You can find the entries and forms for input at [www.na.org/spad](http://www.na.org/spad). Review as many or as few as you want.

We welcome local resources about virtual meetings to post at [www.na.org/virtual](http://www.na.org/virtual) particularly resources for hybrid meetings and checklists for NA meetings considering reopening. Don’t forget to send input about the virtual meeting best practices outline posted on [www.na.org/toolbox](http://www.na.org/toolbox) to toolbox@na.org.

Our efforts to support World Services’ efforts from member contributions rather than literature sales continues. Thank you to everyone who has contributed and is helping to spread the word. “We all have to pull together, and in pulling together we learn that we really are part of something greater than ourselves.” (“Tradition Seven,” *Narcotics Anonymous*).

Thank you for all you do for NA!

World Board

You can opt out of receiving communication from NAWS by clicking the link below. Please be aware, if you choose this option, it will discontinue all email communications from NAWS including any email subscriptions you might have. We hope you do not choose this option, but if you do, you can resubscribe to publications or JFT at any time by going to [www.na.org/subscribe](http://www.na.org/subscribe). Resubscribing will automatically add you to the monthly NAWS update list as well. We promise not to flood your inbox if you choose to stay in our system!
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